A Bosses World or an
Anarchist World?

What Bosses Want
M privatisation, cutbacks and layoffs
M Europe and North America that exploits
Africa and Asia for profit
M racist immigration controls
M patents and profits from medical drugs
M ever more cops, jails and surveillance to
protect their wealth
M a Rapid Reaction Force to enforce
corporate rule on the globe
M nationalism vs. the globe

What is Anarchism?
Anarchism is a very simple idea - basically society should be
organised in a non-hierarchical way, it should not be divided into
order-givers and order-takers. We don’t need bosses, politicians,
priests or anybody else to tell us how to live our lives. Anarchists
look to a society which will be based on the idea of “from each
according to ability, to each according to need”.
We want to bring about a society based on real grassroots democracy where power remains at local level and is organised upwards
through freely elected and recallable workplace and community
councils.
We do not want to become rulers nor do we want to seize power
“on behalf of the working class”. We have no interest in replacing
one set of bosses with another. Instead we work for a free socialist
society where everyone can have a direct say in making the decisions
that will effect them.
This society will only be brought about through revolution! There
is an old anarchist slogan which says that if elections changed anything they would be illegal. The thinking behind it is that real democratic change cannot come from the top down but must be built from
the bottom up. Instead of voting in elections and effectively giving

What Anarchists Want
M workers’ self-management, expansion of
public services
M solidarity between all working and poor
peoples as part of a global revolution
M the free movement of all people without
border controls
M free medical drugs for all who need them
M an end to inequality and the system that
protects it
M an end to their militarisation, war and
armies
M Global workers’ solidarity
someone else control of our lives, we stand for direct action and solidarity among and between all working and poor people.
Decisions should be made by those they effect, which requires a
multitude of decision-making areas - from your street or workplace
right up to the entire population.
We desire a global world where the national boundaries of the
bosses and state no longer exist. We oppose all forms of nationalism
that try and set the people of one country above the people of another. We pose an anarchist world as the alternative to both the bosses’
attacks on our class and the backward isolationism of the right wing
nationalists.
We argue for radicals in the unions to make contact with each
other, and lay the basis for a network committed to a fighting trade
unionism that is under the direct control of the membership.
We need people like you to get involved. If you like what you’ve
read on this poster, you should read up some more on what anarchism really is and share these ideas among your friends, workmates
and neighbours. The more people who read about the ideas and the
more people who get involved in struggle, the sooner we will reach
our objective - a world free of poverty and exploitation. A world where
freedom is a
reality for all.
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